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The Climbing Dictionary
*Winner of the 2017 Goodreads Choice Awards: Non-Fiction Book of the Year!* The official
debut book from YouTube phenomenon Lilly Singh. 'The ultimate no-nonsense manual for
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millennials how how to make it to the top' Marie Claire From actress, comedian and YouTube
sensation Lilly Singh (aka Superwoman) comes the definitive guide to being a BAWSE - a
person who exudes confidence, reaches goals, gets hurt efficiently, and smiles genuinely
because they've fought through it all and made it out the other side. Told in her hilarious, bold
voice that's inspired over 9 million fans, and using stories from her own life to illustrate her
message, Lilly proves that there are no shortcuts to success. WARNING: This book does NOT
include hopeful thoughts, lucky charms, and cute quotes. That's because success, happiness
and everything else you want in life needs to be fought for - not wished for. In Lilly's world,
there are no escalators. Only stairs.

How to Be a Bawse
Introduction to climbing, including equipment, techniques, and places to climb.

9 Out of 10 Climbers Make the Same Mistakes
Drawing on new research in sports medicine, nutrition, and fitness, this book offers a training
program to help any climber achieve superior performance and better mental concentration on
the rock, with less risk of injury.

The Crack Climber's Technique Manual
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Traditional, or simply, trad climbing, is a do-it-yourself adventure requiring the climbing team to
negotiate the climb and to carry, hand-place and remove most if not all components of the
roped safety system. In The Trad Climber’s Bible, two of the most revered and respected trad
climbers in the world, John Long and Peter Croft, offer hard-won knowledge to aspiring trad
climbers in a narrative format that is as informative as it is entertaining. With photos by iconic
climbing photographer Greg Epperson and AMGA Certified Rock Instructor Bob Gaines, this
full color book will appeal to climbers of all stripes.

The Climbing Handbook
• Chronicles the first all-African American summit attempt on Denali, the highest point in North
America • Part adventure story, part history, and part argument for the importance of inspiring
future generations to value nature The nation’s wild places—from national and state parks to
national forests, preserves, and wilderness areas—belong to all Americans. But not all of us use
these resources equally. Minority populations are much less likely to seek recreation,
adventure, and solace in our wilderness spaces. It’s a difference that African American author
James Mills addresses in his new book, The Adventure Gap: Changing the Face of the
Outdoors. Bridging the so-called “adventure gap” requires role models who can inspire the
uninitiated to experience and enjoy wild places. Once new visitors are there, a love affair often
follows. This is important because as our country grows increasingly multicultural, our natural
legacy will need the devotion of people of all races and ethnicities to steward its care. In 2013,
the first all-African American team of climbers, sponsored by the National Outdoor Leadership
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School (NOLS), challenged themselves on North America’s highest point, the dangerous and
forbidding Denali, in Alaska. Mills uses Expedition Denali and its team members’ adventures
as a jumping-off point to explore how minority populations view their place in wild environments
and to share the stories of those who have already achieved significant accomplishments in
outdoor adventures—from Mathew Henson, a Black explorer who stood with Peary at the North
Pole, to Kai Lightner, a teenage sport climber currently winning national competitions. The goal
of the expedition, and now the book, is to inspire minority communities to look outdoors for
experiences that will enrich their lives, and to encourage them toward greater environmental
stewardship.

Maximum Climbing
The definitive guidebook to rock climbing in the North Tahoe region. This 350+ page full-color
guide has it all! Photo diagrams of every crag, detailed topographical maps, route info,
inspiring photos as well as hundreds of never before published routes!This guidebook covers a
broad geographical area north of Lake Tahoe between Auburn, CA in the west and Reno, NV
in the east. It describes over 1400 rock climbs, which span the full spectrum of climbing styles
and grades, from multi-pitch traditional adventures to clip-and-go sport routes. All the classic
and previously documented areas - such as Donner Pass, Big Chief, Rainbow, and Indian
Springs - have been thoroughly researched and expanded to include pitch length, grade, gear
required, a description of each climb, as well as detailed approach and descent options. The
new and yet-to-be documented areas of Bowman Valley, The Emeralds, and Cold Stream
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Canyon are included for the first time in print. From the classic to the soon-to-be classic, the
guide includes over 90 distinct crags in the greater Tahoe area.

Edge of the Map
* The only biography of this Northwest's climbing hero * Features 15 color photos *
Remarkable stories of climbs on K2, Kangchenjunga, and Denali * Features stories about Jim
Wickwire, Pete Schoening, John Roskelley, Joe Kennedy, Jr., Peter Whittaker, and Willi
Unsoeld Lou Whittaker has been one of America's most respected climbers for more than four
decades. He began his illustrious mountaineering career as a teenager in the Pacific
Northwest, climbing insatiably with his twin brother, Jim. He earned coveted spots on
expeditions to formidable peaks in Alaska, the Himalaya, and the Karakoram, and went on to
lead the expedition that made the first American ascent of the North Col on Everest in 1984. To
Northwesterners, Lou's name is synonymous with Mount Rainier, where he has guided
thousands to its summit since his own first ascent of the mountain at age 19. In Lou Whittaker:
Memoirs of a Mountain Guide, Lou is at his storytelling best as he shares adventures and
wisdom honed from the wild times of his youth to his more recent climbs with some of the
country's best mountaineers. Tales of life as a young mountain rescuer, and later as mentor to
others, are filled with his trademark humor, boundless energy, and compassion. He weaves his
simple and practical philosophy through memories of climbing with Jim Wickwire, Pete
Schoening, John Roskelley, Joe Kennedy, Jr., and a host of other celebrities and VIPs. He
recounts amazing episodes on Mount McKinley, K2, Everest, Kangchenjunga, and his beloved
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Mount Rainier. Evident and inspiring throughout are his love for climbing and for life -- even
amidst the loss of friends and promising young proteges. When it comes down to dying, Lou
says, "I want to know what it is like to have really lived."

Yosemite Climbs
The ability to climb cracks is at the core of a climber’s craft. Crack Climbing by Pete Whittaker
provides a single point of reference for all crack climbing techniques, regardless of the grade
you climb. Pete is widely regarded as one of the best crack climbers in the world, having made
dozens of cutting-edge first ascents and hard repeats, including the first ascent of Century
Crack (5.14b) in Canyonlands, Utah. In this book, Pete has drawn on years of experience to
demonstrate the many different techniques and to give you an understanding of when, why
and how to use them. Develop these skills with confidence and your climbing standard will
improve. The book is split into easily accessible sections on techniques for different widths of
cracks, including finger cracks, hand and fist cracks, offwidth cracks and chimneys. Pete looks
at the basics, including the hand jam – the essential technique in any crack climber’s repertoire
– right through to advanced techniques such as the sidewinder and the trout tickler. Step-bystep practical information and how-tos are supplemented with tips and tricks from Pete
alongside illustrations by Alex Poyzer and photographs. Additional chapters cover how to tape
up, as well as essential gear and equipment. Pete has also interviewed some of the world’s
top crack climbers so that you can learn from the best. Gain insights from Lynn Hill, Alex
Honnold, Barbara Zangerl, Peter Croft and more. Master the craft and advance your climbing.
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It’s time to jam!

Crack Climbing – Mastering the skills & techniques
Edge of the Map is equal parts inspiring, dramatic, and heartbreaking. One of America’s
greatest high altitude mountaineers, Christine Boskoff was at the top of her career when she
and her partner died in an avalanche in 2006. Charismatic, principled, and humble, Boskoff
was also a deeply loved role model to her climbing partners and the Sherpa community. Edge
of the Map traces the sharp twists and turns in Boskoff’s life, from her early years as a
Lockheed engineer, through her first successes in the climbing world, to her purchase of
Seattle-based Mountain Madness after owner and climber Scott Fischer died in the 1996
Everest disaster. Her life was one of constant achievement mixed with personal tragedy. The
story follows Boskoff as she perseveres and moves on to even bigger peaks, earning acclaim
as a world-class mountaineer, then later as she finds an alpine partnership with legendary
Colorado climber Charlie Fowler.

Advanced Rock Climbing
The most comprehensive look at the subject yet. Advanced Rock Climbing picks up where
John Long's How to Rock Climb leaves off, describing the climbing techniques and rope tricks
of the modern rock climber. The guide covers both sport and traditional climbing, and selfPage 7/26
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rescue techniques, in Long's easy-to-read, entertaining style.

Little Cottonwood Rock Climbing 2014
• The author is a popular journalist and blogger and the creator of Semi-rad.com • A full
journey—from confusion to clarity, remorse to redemption • Will appeal to those searching for
adventure and purpose When Brendan Leonard finished substance abuse treatment at age 23,
he was lost. He knew what not to do—not drink alcohol and not get arrested again. But no one
had told him what it was that he could do. He quickly realized that he had to reinvent himself,
to find something other than alcohol and its social constructions to build his life around. A few
years later, Brendan was sober and had completed a graduate degree in journalism, but he still
felt he was treading water, searching for direction. Then his brother gave him a climbing rope.
And along that sixty-meter lifeline, Brendan gradually found redemption in the crags of the
American West. He became a climber, someone who learned to push past fear, to tough it out
during long, grueling days in the mountains; someone who supported his partners, keeping
them safe in dangerous situations and volatile environments; someone with confidence,
purpose, and space to breathe. Sixty Meters to Anywhere is the painfully honest story of a life
changed by climbing, and the sometimes nervous, sometimes nerve-wracking, and often
awkward first years of recovery. In the mountains, Leonard ultimately finds a second chance.

Trad Climber's Bible
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CLICK HERE to download the intro and section on exploring "Lower Crab Creek" from
Washington Channeled Scablands Explore Washington's canyons of Ice Age wonders -- great
trails, stunning scenery, and amazing history * Comprehensive guide to a fascinating region
rich with history and recreational access to camping, hiking, fishing, and more * The Ice Age
Floods National Geologic Trail was designated by the National Park Service in 2009. Once
completed, the Trail will connect interpretive facilities, signage, and other tourism activities *
Features regional maps and photos Often overlooked by those cruising on the highway to
Spokane or the Tri-Cities area, more than 2,000 square miles of terrain in eastern Washington
are home to a striking collection of sharp-edged coulees slicing through a crust of basalt. In
this stunning landscape, deep lakes fill the depths of dramatic gorges flanked by steep walls of
towering rock columns, labyrinthine channels, and wide tracts of scabby rock that give the
region its name -- geologically, no other region in the world contains features like those found
in the Channeled Scablands. Where-to guidebook and travel narrative come together in the
Washington's Channeled Scablands Guide to offer a comprehensive and intimately
knowledgeable tour of this one-of-a-kind region. Local writer and historian John Soennichsen is
your guide to fascinating lore; snapshots of the unique towns connected by this singular
landscape; descriptions of the unique geology; advice on how to explore whether by auto,
horseback, canoe, bike, or on foot; and essential info like where to fuel up and stop for dinner.
Take the family to scenic camping and fishing in Coffeepot Lake, and read out loud the legend
of Old West outlaw Harry Tracey as you cruise along on a "Back Roads Auto Tour." Lace up
your boots for a cross-country hike in the Juniper Dunes Wilderness Area or up Badger
Mountain Trail. Explore the unearthly crater-like formations in the Telford-Crab Creek Tract, or
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set up with your camera for a stunning sunrise over Palouse Falls. Whether you're a boater
looking for new waterways to explore, a naturalist interested in unique ecosystems, or just a
curious traveler -- if you're seeking adventure and intrigue just a little off the beaten path, you'll
find the keys to a whole new world of exploration with Washington's Channeled Scablands
Guide.

Hangdog Days
Hiking the Southwest's Geology: Four Corners Region takes curious hikers on a journey
through time that explores the Colorado Plateau -- an immense land of canyons, mesas, and
isolated mountain ranges in the American Southwest. Divided into representative geologic
provinces/areas, author Ralph Hopkins specifies distinct geologic or scenic features and
provides information about what makes each province unique. He describes each hike from
the perspective of the geologic evolution of the landscape while exploring basic geologic
concepts and providing a framework for understanding the major forces that have shaped the
land. Hopkins' stunning color photography brings the Four Corners Region to life in dazzling
detail.

North Tahoe
Crack climbing is a highly technical form of movement in which climbers position their hands,
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feet, and even their entire body in cracks to make upward progress on rock. An advocate for
the sport's aesthetic lines, physicality, and technical know-how, author Pete Whittaker teaches
more than sixty Crack School Masterclasses each year and was featured in the popular
climbing film Wide Boyz. This detailed and comprehensive guide teaches step-by-step
techniques and tips, including for: Jamming (finger, hand, fist, foot, arm, leg, body) Crack types
(chimneys, liebacks, underclings, roof cracks) How to safely lead and place protection Efficient
positioning and movement Strength recovery while climbing

Waterfall Lover's Guide to Northern California
Rock climbers have an inherent interest in geology. For some, it's about knowing what gear to
use or how to avoid rotten bands of rock. For others, it's about finding the next hot-spot boulder
field, or understanding why their local crag exists. For most of them, curiosity about rocks
comes as naturally as their desire to climb them. Geology is the fundamental control on the
sport, and yet there are no practical guides for the climber interested in rocks. Flakes, Jugs,
and Splitters fills the niche. With an informal Q&A format and fun, informative language, it
brings the often esoteric science of geology into the hands of rock climbers. Covering topics
from how to use a geologic map to finding new crags, from why Europe has the best limestone
to how El Capitan's North America Wall got its name, this book has a fact for every climber's
ponderings. Top-quality photographs of worldwide destinations and easy-to-read artist's
renderings of geologic concepts make it as visually engaging as it is entertaining and edifying.
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Sixty Meters to Anywhere
Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite North American Climbs is the magnum opus of the greatest
American climber of the past century. Fred’s intimate, detailed knowledge of the mountains
and climbs he chronicles here create an unparalleled guidebook and must-have for every
climber’s bookshelf – as well as a great read for any armchair adventurer. Filled with handdrawn climbing topos, photos, narrative description, side notes and 40 extra climbs of note in
each of the eight geographical regions. This is the guide for every climber’s bookshelf.

Rock Climbing Anchors, 2nd Edition
The complet guide to climbing over 1,000 rock routes in Little Cottonwood Canyon, Utah. Full
color photographs of every route. Bolt locations and pitch length/difficulty are included.

Climb to Fitness
Shortlisted: 2016 Banff Mountain Book Competition ‘1001 Climbing Tips had me laughing out
loud in places, which I never thought possible for this genre of book. A tremendous resource
that should be an essential addition to every climber’s loo-library’ – Ian Parnell, Climb
magazine Imagine an alien came down to Earth, stuck a probe into a climber’s brain – one
who’d been climbing for over thirty years – and then transmogrified the contents into a big book
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of climbing tips. Well, 1001 Climbing Tips by Andy Kirkpatrick is just such a book. This is no
regular instruction manual – it’s much more useful than that. This is a massive collection of all
those little tips that make a real difference when at the crag, in the mountains, or when you’re
planning your next big trip. It’s for anyone who hangs off stuff, or just hangs around in the
mountains. These tips are based on three decades of climbing obsession, as well as nineteen
ascents of El Cap, numerous Alpine north faces, trips to the polar ice caps, and many other
scary climbs and expeditions. 1001 Climbing Tips covers the following areas: BASICS [1–240]:
From how best to rope up and the importance of climbing partnerships, to racking your gear
correctly and how to sleep in a harness. This section is designed for both novice and
experienced climbers. SAFETY [241–327]: The name of the game in climbing is staying alive
and coming home in one piece. This section covers loose rock, rescue, dealing with heat and
what to do if you get caught out. BIG WALL [328–434]: Knowledge on tackling large multi-pitch
climbs, with advanced topics such as pegging, jumaring, hauling and speed climbing. These
tips will be an aid both to those new to multi-pitch climbing, as well as more experienced
climbers. ICE [435–481]: Tips on all aspects of ice climbing, including movement, protection,
looking after your gear, mental strength and – of course – not falling off. MIXED [482–503]: With
a focus on Scottish and Alpine winter skills, these essential tips focus on how to use your tools
on snowed-up rock, leading, gear and footwork on mixed ground. MOUNTAIN [504–802]:
Essential reading for mountaineers, hill walkers and rock climbers, this section has almost 300
tips on living and staying alive in the mountains, be that in the UK, Alps or Greater Ranges.
TRAINING [803–876]: A range of tips on how to overcome fear, improve strength and
endurance, as well as diet and nutrition advice for climbers. STUFF [877–1001]: A mix of
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esoterica, such as how to rap off a fifi hook, what books to read, how to make your own kit,
how to get sponsored, photo and video advice, and how to go to the toilet in tricky spots.

New Jack City Sport Climbing Guide
"The only thing better than climbing is more climbing," says climber and author Hans Florine.
This book is a complete introduction to the techniques of speed climbing, including training,
soloing, simul-climbing, passing, equipment, and more. Also includes a history of speed
climbing and compiles speed-climbing records.

Winter 8000
Coverage of over 2000 free climbs in the Yosemite Valley

Washington's Channeled Scablands Guide
Everything I Loved More is a roller-coaster collection of true short stories that follow a young
man searching for sincere adventure along the tops of freight trains and mountain ranges. The
danger can be nausea-inducing while he hangs on a single flexing hold of sandstone hundreds
of feet off the ground or attempts to skirt the sexual advances of a meth smoking trucker while
hitchhiking through the middle of nowhere. Between the many gripping scenes, his debasing
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humor acknowledges the foolish romance of it all.Beyond each singular exciting and hapless
adventure, an important journey is told between the tales: the journey of a young man
attempting to combat mental health issues with a potent dose of unabashed recklessness and just how well it almost works.

1001 Climbing Tips
This completely revised and updated edition with all new color photos brings together in a
single volume the anchoring systems most popular among climbers. Most climbers today learn
their craft on artificial climbing walls and on sport routes with fixed protection. Their first efforts
to lead on trad routes often come as a rude shock--they find that they haven't the skills and
training to safeguard the climb or to set up solid belays. This new edition of Climbing Anchors
is the climber's complete and authoritative source of information on protection, from
fundamental knots to sophisticated rigging and equalizing skills.

Stories Behind the Images
9 out of 10 climbers make the same mistakes - navigation through the maze of advice for the
self-coached climber 9 out of 10 climbers are stuck. They are stuck on the same things. Some
of the things that hold climbers back from improving their climbing standard are the same as
they were twenty years ago: motivation, managing time, and not being able to analyse and
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correct their own basic technical or tactical errors. But they are also stuck for a new set of
reasons. Twenty years ago, the problem was that no one knew how to train for climbing.
Information was scarce and couldn't travel fast among the participants. Today, it's the opposite
problem. Book after book lists techniques for climbing, exercises for climbing, tips for climbing.
Navigating this barrage of information, filtering out the irrelevant and homing in on what
matters to your life, your climbing and your circumstances has been the limiting step for today's
climber. This book is the first to present the science of improving at climbing in a way that will
actually help you make confident decisions and stay focused on the things that will make the
biggest difference. Dave Macleod has crystallised 16 years experience as a world class
climber, sport scientist and renowned coach into an accessible and thought provoking guide to
improving at rock climbing.

Crack Climbing
Detailed rock climbing guidebook with route beta, pictures, and topo of the over 200 sport
routes found at New Jack City in Southern California.

Speed Climbing!
Seminal book updated by author of the acclaimed Advanced Rock Climbing Easy-to-follow
step-by-step instructions 400 new color photos demonstrate techniques For this new edition of
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Rock Climbing Anchors, climber and writer Topher Donahue carefully reviewed each technique
and lesson, making them even easier to understand and learn. Key updates include: Improved
content hierarchy, reading efficiency, and technique emphasis Pros vs. Cons comparison lists
Technological advances and changes in gear and standards Graphic illustrations of forces,
movement, "right" vs. "wrong" technique, and more New section on anchor considerations for
the climbing gym New distinction between "anchor" and "placement" or "piece"

How to Rock Climb!
* 130 black-and-white illustrations * A reference to more than 660 terms from climbers and
mountaineers * Perfect stocking stuffer! In this hilarious yet authoritative illustrated lexicon of
climbing terms and slang, former Climbing Editor-in-Chief Matt Samet has compiled a
reference of more than 650 terms used by climbers and mountaineers around the world. The
Climbing Dictionary runs the gamut from technical terms (belay, harness, rappel, Stopper) to
slang (dab, choking the cobra, gaston, old dad, pimpy), to regional (such as the South's "babybutt" slopers), antiquated ("press-up"), and foreign terms that have achieved universal usage
(au cheval, colonnette) and much more. Each word's definition includes its part of speech,
origin (if known), its meaning, and a humorous but factually sound example sentence to
demonstrate usage. Throughout the dictionary, Mike Tea's illustrations -- both technical and
humorous -- help explain harder-to-define terms such as piton, sling, cam, hand jam, or dropknee. Sure to become the reference -- or even the sicktionary -- for novice climbers and expert
mountaineers alike. Are you obsessed with "climbing-ese"? Know a term, back-story, or phrase
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that didn't make the book? Connect with Matt on climbingterms.com and check out newly
submitted terms, submit your very own, and stay up to date on all things the Climbing
Dictionary. While you're at it, be sure and"like" the Climbing Dictionary on Facebook, and
follow Matt on Twitter.

Flakes, Jugs, and Splitters
* Northern CA waterfalls reached by car, on foot, or by canoe or raft * Falls rated from one to
five stars for their appeal * At-a-glance table for selecting waterfalls by scenic rating, form, how
to access, best season, and waterfall type * Organized according to highway routes and
popular day trip or vacation itineraries in each region On the road and seeking prime waterfall
drive-up views? Feeling like a short stroll or longer hike to bask in a refreshing spray up close?
Looking for a beautiful backdrop for a family picnic? Waterfall Lover's Guide to Northern
California will tell you where to find the falls that fit the occasion. To help you select, each
waterfall is keyed for accessibility by car, on foot, by canoe, or raft, and rated for magnitude
and aesthetic value. The Danielssons note which falls can be seen from the road, cast a
rainbow from their base, pour directly into the Pacific Ocean, or spin wheels of water along
their flow.

Advanced Rock Climbing
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From his early days working out of his dorm room and shooting on film to becoming a Nikon
ambassador and official photographer of the historic Dawn Wall ascent, Corey Rich has been
capturing iconic shots of adventure superstars for more than two decades. Now Corey tells
how he got some of his favorite images of climbers, adventurers, skiers, performance artists,
and more. He shares insights into the business of photography, photography tips, outdoor
lessons, and what he has learned about human nature along the way. Featured outdoor
athletes include: Tommy Caldwell Project Bandaloop Beth Rodden Lynn Hill Ashima Shiraishi
Kelly Slater Bear Grylls Alex Honnold Fred Beckey and many more

Everything I Loved More
The comprehensive guide to the place that brought sport climbing to North America— a fullcolor, thoroughly updated new edition Smith Rock State Park. It was on the impressive crags
of this Oregon hideaway that American sport climbing came into its own, and to this day, some
of the hardest climbs in the United States are found on these walls. Alan Watts, who has
played a leading role in the development of this popular rock-climbing destination, details more
than 1,700 routes at Smith Rock and the surrounding area. This new edition updates hundreds
of routes, includes hundreds of new ones, and has new photos of each crag, wall, and route.
No other guide is as comprehensive or thorough, and no author more respected for his
intimate knowledge of one of the world's most popular climbing destinations.
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Climbing Anchors
Bravery, obsession, suffering, tragedy, and joy--all willingly accepted by this special breed of
people--Katie Ives, Editor in Chief "Alpinist"

Training for Climbing
Fast-paced history-cum-memoir about rock climbing in the wild-and-wooly ’80s Highlights
ground-breaking achievements from the era Hangdog Days vividly chronicles the era when
rock climbing exploded in popularity, attracting a new generation of talented climbers eager to
reach new heights via harder routes and faster ascents. This contentious, often entertaining
period gave rise to sport climbing, climbing gyms, and competitive climbing--indelibly
transforming the sport. Jeff Smoot was one of those brash young climbers, and here he traces
the development of traditional climbing “rules,” enforced first through peer pressure, then later
through intimidation and sabotage. In the late ’70s, several climbers began introducing new
tactics including “hangdogging,” hanging on gear to practice moves, that the old guard
considered cheating. As more climbers broke ranks with traditional style, the new gymnastic
approach pushed the limits of climbing from 5.12 to 5.13. When French climber Jean-Baptiste
Tribout ascended To Bolt or Not to Be, 5.14a, at Smith Rock in 1986, he cracked a barrier
many people had considered impenetrable. In his lively, fast-paced history enriched with
insightful firsthand experience, Smoot focuses on the climbing achievements of three of the
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era’s superstars: John Bachar, Todd Skinner, and Alan Watts, while not neglecting the likes of
Ray Jardine, Lynn Hill, Mark Hudon, Tony Yaniro, and Peter Croft. He deftly brings to life the
characters and events of this raucous, revolutionary time in rock climbing, exploring, as he
says, “what happened and why it mattered, not only to me but to the people involved and those
who have followed.”

The Adventure Gap
Climbing Free
Recommended by the American Mountain Guides Association Advanced Rock Climbing,
written by AMGA Certified Rock Instructor Bob Gaines, covers concepts and topics for today’s
rock climbers looking to take their skills and experience to the next level. Combining up-to-date
and complete information on toproping, anchors, rappelling, safety and rescue techniques,
gear, and so much more in one comprehensive book, Advanced Rock Climbing is a must-have
title for any serious climber or climbing instructor. Inside you’ll find: Detailed and thorough
instructions on face climbing, crack climbing, and anchor systems In-depth information on aid
climbing, including the Yosemite Method Best practices for leading sport and trad climbs The
latest rescue and assistance techniques And much, much more!
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Rock Climbing Smith Rock State Park
The definitive resource to brain-training for climbing—by an internationally recognized expert As
physical as climbing is, it is even more mental. Ultimately, people climb with their minds—hands
and feet are merely extensions of their thoughts and will. Becoming a master climber requires
that you first master your mind. In Maximum Climbing, America’s best-selling author on
climbing performance presents a climber’s guide to the software of the brain—one that will
prove invaluable whether one's preference is bouldering, sport climbing, traditional climbing,
alpine climbing, or mountaineering. Eric Hörst brings unprecedented clarity to the many
cognitive and neurophysical aspects of climbing and dovetails this information into a complete
program, setting forth three stages of mental training that correspond to beginner,
intermediate, and elite levels of experience and commitment—the ideal template to build upon to
personalize one's goals through years of climbing to come.

Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite North American Climbs
Crack climbing is a highly technical form of movement in which climbers position their hands,
feet, and even their entire body in cracks to make upward progress on rock. An advocate for
the sport’s aesthetic lines, physicality, and technical know-how, author Pete Whittaker teaches
more than sixty Crack School Masterclasses each year and was featured in the popular
climbing film Wide Boyz. This detailed and comprehensive guide teaches step-by-step
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techniques and tips, including for: Jamming (finger, hand, fist, foot, arm, leg, body) Crack types
(chimneys, liebacks, underclings, roof cracks) How to safely lead and place protection Efficient
positioning and movement Strength recovery while climbing

Mastermind
The definitive practical guide to improving your rock climbing technique, and making your
movement more effortless and efficient. Fully illustrated with over 35 skills exercises supported
by online videos. Suitable for rock climbers from intermediate up to elite in sport climbing,
bouldering and traditional climbing.

Hiking the Southwest's Geology
The memoirs of the woman rock climber who was the first person to accomplish a "free ascent"
of the Nose on Yosemite's El Capitan describe her early days as a Hollywood stunt artist,
friendships with other climbers, near-fatal eighty-foot fall, and personal strategies. Reprint.
15,000 first printing.

Crack Climbing
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Rock Climbing Technique
Climb to Fitnessshows anyone who visits the climbing gym, from beginners to veteran
climbers, how best to use the various parts of the gym for their own customized workout. It
explores all the features modern climbing gyms offer—bouldering walls, toprope areas, lead
climbing, hangboards, weight rooms, and more—and how to use these not only to enhance your
climbing ability, but also to build overall fitness and strength. Whether you want a step-by-step
workout or a buffet of workouts to create your own unique training regime, Climb to Fitness will
get you there.

Lou Whittaker
All the fundamentals, from ethics to getting up the climb, are presented in this instruction book.
It has been updated to reflect current standards in equipment, technique and training and
provides guidance for beginners and intermediate climbers.
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